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Foreign Trade Zone No. 2
International exchange of commodities and services is essen
tial for a high standard of living in any country, a maxim 
which also applies to regions within a country. Here in the 
South, both agriculture and industry have always depended 
heavily on foreign markets as an outlet for their products 
and also upon foreign sources of raw materials necessary 
for the production of their goods. The diversification of 
agriculture and the rise of industry in the area, however, 
have gradually lessened that dependence.

International trade, nevertheless, is still important to the 
South. Estimates by the Department of Commerce indicate 
that roughly one-twelfth of the nation’s exports in recent 
years originated in the Sixth District. This is about equal to 
the proportion of the nation’s income originating in the Dis
trict. About a third of the country’s exports in 1951 were 
agricultural products, consisting mainly of cotton, tobacco, 
rice, citrus fruits, and cottonseed oil. Other important exports 
are textiles, lumber, paper, and chemicals—products of 
industries that employ almost 50 percent of the District’s 
manufacturing workers.

Imports, likewise, are essential to many District enter
prises. Manufacturers of transportation equipment, fabri
cated metal products, machinery, and primary metals— 
employers of 15 percent of the region’s manufacturing 
workers—require foreign raw materials such as tin, chrome, 
manganese, bauxite, nickel, antimony, lac, and asbestos.

Paradoxically, while recognizing the value of foreign 
trade, the United States has carried on such trade within the 
framework of a protective tariff system. With but occasional 
lapses, the nation’s tariff history reveals a steady rise in 
barriers to trade, climaxed by the Hawley-Smoot Tariff of 
1930. In the ensuing worldwide depression, many nations 
threw up additional trade barriers, thereby impeding still 
further the flow of commerce. In 1934, attempting to reverse 
this trend, Congress passed the Reciprocal Trade Act and 
the Foreign Trade Zones Act. The former was renewed peri
odically and is still the law of the land. Other measures were 
taken in the 1940’s in collaboration with the world com
munity ; among these were the establishment of the Interna
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the 
International Monetary Fund.

W hat Is a Foreign Trade Zone?
The Foreign Trade Zones Act was passed in an attempt “to 
expedite and encourage foreign trade” without in any way 
altering the nation’s policy with respect to foreign trade. 
Congressman Emanuel Celler, who sponsored the legisla
tion, describes a zone as a “neutral, stockaded area where

a shipper can put down his load, catch his breath, and de
cide what to do next.” More specifically, a Foreign Trade 
Zone is a public utility located in “an isolated, enclosed, 
and policed area in or adjacent to a port of entry, without 
resident population, furnished with the necessary facilities 
for lading and unlading, for supplying fuel and ships’ stores, 
for storing goods, and for reshipping them by land and 
water; an area within which goods may be landed, stored, 
mixed, blended, repacked, manufactured, and reshipped 
without payment of duties and without the intervention of 
customs officials. It is subject equally with adjacent regions 
to all the laws relating to public health, vessel inspection, 
postal service, labor conditions, immigration, and indeed 
everything except customs.”

A survey made jointly in 1929 by the U. S. Corps of Engi
neers and the U. S. Shipping Board shows that zones have 
been instrumental in the development of commerce and mer
chant shipping in many countries, particularly in north
ern Europe, where there are many large population centers 
in close proximity and numerous political divisions. Such 
favorable conditions do not exist to the same degree in the 
United States. Since American seaports are principally ter
minals from which ships’ cargoes are distributed directly to 
local or internal markets and at which outbound products 
are received for direct export, it was felt that American com
merce would benefit from the development of consignment 
markets and trade centers for the accumulation and redistri
bution of goods, essentially of foreign origin. The small 
amount of United States transit, or re-export, trade had been 
handled through the cumbersome bonded-warehouse system.

The bonded-warehouse system dates from 1846, when 
Congress recognized the need for removing transshipment 
and re-export trade from the jurisdiction of general customs 
laws. At the warehouses, merchandise subject to tariff duties 
may be stored, processed, manipulated, and manufactured 
without payment of duties. The warehouses may be owned 
either privately or publicly.

Although this system provided a fillip to transit trade, it 
has been far from satisfactory because of many hampering 
regulations. Tariff-free goods cannot enter bonded ware
houses ; bonds equal to twice the duty levied must be posted; 
commodities may be stored for no more than three years; 
and merchandise in warehouses is constantly under the rigid 
supervision and control of the U. S. Customs Bureau.

These deficiencies were partly overcome by the Foreign 
Trade Zones Act, which was strongly opposed by warehouse
men who saw the zones as possible competitors. Zones pos
sess all the advantages of bonded warehouses but none of
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their liabilities. And actually, only three of the eight classes 
of bonded warehouses compete in any way with zones— 
those used exclusively for storage, those permitting process
ing, and those permitting certain types of manufacturing.

•Opposition from the American Warehousemen’s Associa
tion has today virtually disappeared. They urge, instead, that 
legislation extend to the warehouses privileges similar to 
those enjoyed by the zones. Most major associations inter
ested in foreign trade have wholeheartedly endorsed the 
zones. Among these are the American Association of Port 
Authorities, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 
the National Foreign Trade Council, and the National 
Council of American Importers.

Six zones are now in operation in the United States. The 
first was opened in New York City in 1937. A decade later 
Zone No. 2 was established at New Orleans, followed in 
1948 by the one at San Francisco, in 1949 by Nos. 4 and 5 
at Los Angeles and Seattle, and in 1950 by Zone No. 6 at San 
Antonio. The last named zone, established at the municipal 
airport, is unique in that it is the only one located inland.

W hy N ew  Orleans?
Barely four miles upstream on the Mississippi from the foot 
of Canal Street in New Orleans is a twenty-acre area, fenced 
off and patrolled by U. S. Customs guards. Here is located 
Foreign Trade Zone No. 2. Authorization to apply for its 
charter was given by the Louisiana Legislature in 1934. 
Application was made to the Foreign Trade Zones Board in 
1942, but the charter was not granted to the Board of Com
missioners of the Port of New Orleans until September 1946. 
This five-man Dock Board began operating the Zone in 
1947 as an agency of the state of Louisiana.

New Orleans’ strategic location has made it a natural 
gateway to the vast mid-continent area which stretches as 
far west as Montana, north to Minnesota, and east to Ohio. 
This area encompasses about half the nation’s population 
and manufacturing area, and nearly three-fourths of its 
agricultural area. The Port is the terminus for 8 trunk line 
railroads, 7 barge lines, 80 steamship lines, and 11 national 
and international airlines, as well as numerous truck lines. 
In addition, the Port is served by the inland waterway sys
tem, which includes the Intracoastal Canal extending from 
Texas to New Jersey. The Port’s facilities include 12 miles 
of wharves and 35 miles of developed water frontage.

New Orleans enjoys favorable railroad freight rates 
because of river competition and because, years ago, Gulf 
ports were granted lower rates to compensate for disadvan
tages not existing at eastern and western ports, such as slow 
sailings and poor facilities.

The Dock Board, together with other leading citizens and 
businesses of the city, quickly embraced the idea of a foreign 
trade zone as one of a triumvirate of institutions created for 
the purpose of stimulating commerce. Two years before the 
Zone opened for business, the now-famous International 
House was organized as a nonprofit institution to promote 
trade, provide services to traders, and “shout the Port of 
New Orleans to the world.” The third member of the trium
virate, the International Trade Mart, opened in 1948 as the 
nation’s only merchandising center devoted to foreign trade. 
A close relationship among them is assured because some of 
the officers of the International House also serve on the 
Mart’s Board of Directors, and all the officers and Board

members work closely with the Dock Board and the Zone 
officials.

It is impossible to measure the effectiveness of these pro
motional efforts, but it can be noted that foreign trade 
through New Orleans rose in value from 279 million dollars 
in 1939 to 1.7 billion in 1951. In 1939, New Orleans ranked 
third among the nation’s ports in the dollar value of foreign 
trade; today, it is the only port other than New York doing 
more than a billion dollars’ worth of business a year.

The New Orleans Zone, located in the former Public Cot
ton Warehouse, is the country’s second largest in area and 
in the volume of business transacted. It is well equipped 
with economical and highly efficient, modern machinery and 
facilities. Its 20 acres of operating and storage space include 
75,800 square feet of water area with 1,008 lineal feet of 
concrete and steel-covered wharfage sufficient for berthing 
three vessels. Its double-decked pier shed, covering 158,042 
square feet, is also constructed of concrete and steel and is 
equipped with a fire prevention sprinkler system. As a 
result, insurance rates on merchandise stored in the 62 com
partments are nominal. The Zone contains 237,555 square 
feet of open ground area for storing commodities such as 
mahogany and certain metal products which are not injured 
by exposure to the elements. Office space is available to zone 
users, who are free to come and go any time.

Movable cranes and other mechanical devices facilitate 
loading and unloading of merchandise of all types and 
weights directly to or from carriers to either deck of the 
warehouse. Marginal railway tracks permit fast and efficient 
transfer of merchandise from one part of the Zone to another 
or to any of the transportation lines for subsequent shipment 
throughout the United States. Moreover, because of the 
Zone’s proximity to downtown New Orleans, drayage costs 
are at a minimum. The Zone has the only vacuum fumiga
tion plant on the Gulf coast and the only one located within 
the confines of a zone in the United States. These conveni
ences are further enhanced by a multitude of special serv
ices and by the ready co-operation of port officials and 
employees.

How Rapid Has the D evelopm ent Been?
Business has risen steadily since the Zone’s opening in 1947, 
despite many adversities arising from an unsettled interna
tional and domestic situation. The number of different types 
of commodities received increased from 30 in 1947 to almost 
100 in 1951 as foreign traders became better acquainted with 
the Zone’s functions and the advantages accruing to them 
from their use of its facilities. By 1952, the value of mer
chandise received had increased 70 percent over 1948, the 
first full year of operation, and tonnage handled increased 
61 percent. By 1951, merchandise shipments had grown 115 
percent in dollar value and 38 percent in physical volume 
above the respective 1948 levels.

Factors in the international situation, such as the rearma
ment race and the war in Korea, undoubtedly have limited 
the Zone’s development. A strong worldwide demand for 
goods, together with the limited supply of available goods, 
meant a rapid transfer of merchandise from producer to 
consumer, so that the intermediate steps of storage and 
manipulation were frequently by-passed. A dollar shortage 
incident to general international monetary disequilibrium, 
and a factor of major importance even today, has also im
peded activity at the Zone.
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Stockpiling has so far been the leading activity at the 
Zone, according to reports showing the disposition of mer
chandise. For the period 1947-51, storage represented, on 
the average, two-thirds of the Zone business. The Zone has 
also served as a minor processing and transshipment center.

One of the outstanding services of a zone is that foreign 
merchandise may be consigned and held in storage indefi
nitely to await future sale in the United States market, 
depending on price changes or new quotas. This avoids 
tying up working capital in the payment of customs duties. 
Merchandise can be delivered within a matter of weeks from 
the Zone to any part of the United States instead of within 
several months as would be necessary if it had to be shipped 
from abroad after it was sold. The Zone thus acts as a 
branch office for foreign exporters and American importers.

Traders from several countries had planned to use the 
Zone extensively as an operating base from which to tap the 
vast United States market. After the outbreak of the Korean 
War, however, most such projects were either canceled or 
shelved indefinitely. British and French automobile produc
ers, to take but one example, in setting up American distri
bution agencies, encouraged dealers to carry spare parts. 
The dealers, however, were reluctant to do so because of 
the considerable additional investment required. Foreign 
manufacturers resolved the difficulty by using the Zone as a 
warehouse from which delivery of parts could be made 
quickly throughout the United States.

Transshipments of merchandise have accounted for about 
a tenth of the Zone’s activities, although they too have been 
somewhat erratic from year to year. In the case of transship
ment, foreign merchandise is brought into the Zone and 
later reshipped to a foreign country. A small Mexican port 
having no direct steamer service to London, for example, 
might ship sisal to the New Orleans Zone to await transfer 
to a vessel serving London. Many European zones are quite 
dependent on transshipments destined for nearby ports and 
hinterlands. Although this type of trade has shown a relative 
decline since 1949, it is expected to increase because of the 
recent Boggs Amendment to the Foreign Trade Zones Act 
liberalizing zone regulations and permitting manufacturing.

Manipulation has represented about a fourth of the Zone’s 
business. Manipulation includes labeling, sorting, sampling, 
remarking, weighing, grading, repacking, destroying unfit 
merchandise, fumigating, and corrugating. Often substand
ard goods are imported into the Zone, improved, and made

DISPOSITION OF CARGO AT ZONE NO. 2 
(Based on Dollar Value)

1947 1948 1949 1950 1951

acceptable for domestic consumption. This activity gradu
ally increased in importance up to 1950, when it accounted 
for almost 50 percent of the Zone’s business. In 1951, how
ever, it dropped to a third of its 1950 level.

Among the more interesting manipulations at the New 
Orleans Zone are the following: an American company cor
rugates English aluminum sheets at the Zone and exports 
the finished product largely to points throughout Latin 
America. Certain foreign commodities, such as tobacco, 
straw, cotton, seeds, and bulbs, must be fumigated before 
entry into the United States. The new vacuum fumigation 
plant has drawn much of this type of business to New Orle
ans which had previously gone elsewhere for entry. Before 
the establishment of the New Orleans Zone, Brazil nuts, 
after payment of customs duties, were sent to New York or 
Chicago for processing and redistribution. Today, nuts are 
shipped to the Zone. Here they are dried so that almost 25 
percent of their arrival weight evaporates. Then the nuts are 
culled, graded, and wrapped in attractive American packag
ing and finally imported into the country. These operations 
result in a total saving in duty payment of nearly one-third. 
The Zone thus means “a better product at a lower price for 
the American consumer.”

The most significant provisions of the Boggs Amendment 
are perhaps those permitting the manufacture and exhibition 
of merchandise within zones, which had been specifically 
forbidden before. Liberalization will undoubtedly alter the 
character of a zone’s operations and of the type of trade 
carried on within it. To date, however, its influence has been 
negligible. Zone operators foresee a development in light or 
semi-manufacturing, but not in heavy manufacturing because 
of space limitations. An example of the type of manufactur
ing that might be carried on at a zone is the elimination of 
waste from rare mineral ores, such as tungsten.

Formal permanent exhibits will probably not become 
important at the Zone because of the proximity of the Inter
national Trade Mart that performs this function. Zone exhib
its will be limited to occasional shows in specialized com
modity lines. Officials of the Mart and Zone are currently 
contemplating a display of specific lines of consumer goods 
at the Zone in order to acquaint foreign exporters with the 
advantages of a zone as well as with modern American mer
chandising procedures.

Commodities and Countries
A wide variety of commodities flows into the Zone for stor
age, manipulation, and eventual importation into the United 
States or for transshipment to other countries. In 1951, 
merchandise was received from 30 countries. Coffee from 
Brazil, aluminum sheets and motor vehicles from the 
United Kingdom, and mahogany from Mexico have been 
among the leading commodities moving into the Zone. These 
four commodities accounted for around 50 percent of the 
total value of all merchandise received last year.

In the five-year period, over 31 million dollars, or three- 
fourths of the total value of merchandise received, was 
shipped from the Zone into the United States’ domestic 
market. Among the leading commodities imported into the 
United States were mahogany, Brazil nuts, burlap, and cof
fee. Duties paid on this merchandise amounted to around 
$900,000. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1952, about
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$215,000 was paid on duties. The New Orleans Zone ranks 
as one of the lowest in terms of duty paid because of the 
types of commodities handled.

Because of the Zone’s ideal location as a transshipment 
center, various commodities have been shipped from it to 
thirty-one different countries. Among these, for the period 
1947-51, are corrugated aluminum worth $1,134,242 going 
to Venezuela; sisal and binder twine worth $463,000 to 
France; and cotton valued at $182,143, canned meat at 
$1,101,162, and wax at $216,531, all to the United Kingdom. 
In 1951, as in every year except 1947, the United States was 
the leading country of destination. In that year, merchandise 
valued at $17,579,703 was imported. Venezuela was second in 
importance with $1,011,869; followed by Portuguese West 
Africa, $395,353; Germany, $361,870; and Japan, $360,125.

Income and Expenses
In 1952, for the first time, the New Orleans Zone earned 
a profit from its operations. This profit, amounting to 
$42,631, offset much of the loss experienced in the preced
ing five years. For the period 1947-51, the Zone earned a 
total of $603,677 and incurred expenses of $709,250, with a 
resulting net loss of $105,573, or an annual average loss of 
$21,115. When income and expenses for 1952 are included, 
however, the net loss for the six years amounts to only 
$62,942, or an annual average of $10,490. This compares 
favorably with the original anticipated average annual loss 
of $11,400 for the first eight years, as estimated by the Zone 
operators in their application for a charter.

On the whole, the operating results of the New Orleans 
Zone are the most satisfactory of any of the six zones in the 
United States, except New York. The other four zones have 
yet to show a profit and their losses have been quite sizable. 
The 1951 report of the Foreign Trade Zones Board to Con
gress observes that conditions at some zones may not be 
favorable for profitable operations.

The major source of the Zone’s income has come from 
rentals of machinery and equipment and from leases of land 
and building space. In each year, income from this source 
has accounted for an increasingly large share of the total. 
For the five-year period, 38 percent of all income came 
from rentals. Income from dockage and wharfage charges, 
although averaging about a fourth of total revenue for 
those years, reveals a declining trend. Income from storage 
has remained fairly constant, accounting for 31 percent of 
all income.

Property rent accounts for the bulk of the Zone’s expenses. 
This rent is levied by the Board of Commissioners of the 
Port for use of the property and is no different from rents 
chargeable to other users of the Port’s facilities. Property 
rent has represented an average of over one-half of the 
Zone’s cost of operation for the five years, although it has 
shown a steady but moderate decrease in relation to the total.

Wages and salaries of Zone employees, excluding customs 
personnel, have grown steadily, averaging about a tenth of 
all costs. In the future, these costs may well increase in 
importance. The Zone retains five permanent staff employ
ees. In addition, it employs from 20 to 50 laborers each day, 
depending on the volume of merchandise moving through 
the Zone. Zone users, moreover, frequently hire their own 
labor forces. The Zone also affords opportunity for consid

erable indirect employment for businesses servicing it, such 
as local trucking concerns and railroads.

Wages and salaries of United States Customs employees, 
as distinguished from zone personnel, is the second largest 
cost component, accounting for almost 30 percent of the 
total in the five-year period. The 1934 Act specifically 
requires zone operators to bear the cost of customs per
sonnel, who are responsible for protecting revenue payable 
to the United States. These include a deputy collector of 
customs with a permanent office at the Zone, a storekeeper, 
and about 14 guards, two of whom are on duty at all 
times. The Zone is thus policed to prevent smuggling and to 
enforce compliance with the law in regard to public health, 
immigration, fire, and so on.

Zone operators consider the customs expense a heavy and 
partially unnecessary burden. They contend that this cost 
should either be eliminated or else be reduced since identi
cal service is provided without charge at other docks in the 
harbor. They further believe that the required police force 
is too large and that this cost could be substantially reduced. 
On the other hand, opponents reply, by law a zone is 
intended to be a substitute for a bonded warehouse, rather 
than an ordinary dock facility, and the provision requiring 
payment for customs service was intended to be in lieu of 
the cost of a bond and other special expenditures involved 
in the operation of a bonded warehouse.

In any event, these costs do compel operators to charge 
higher fees than would otherwise be the case and may ham
per to some extent the purposes for which zones were estab
lished. Only by congressional action can the stipulation that 
the zones absorb such costs be removed. Both the Foreign 
Trade Zones Board and the Treasury Department now have 
the problem under advisement. Some progress has been made 
in this direction at two of the larger zones, in that the num
ber of Customs guards and inspectors has been reduced.

By 1951, expenditures for advertising and promotion 
accounted for 3 percent of total costs. Most of the publicity 
is conducted abroad and is designed to stimulate imports. 
As zone operations become profitable, more funds undoubt
edly will be diverted to promotion.

Export, import, and production controls necessitated by 
national defense and security requirements have interfered 
to some extent with the progress of all zones by handicap
ping transshipment and consignment trade. Controls have 
also obstructed use of the new privilege of manufacturing 
and have forced a curtailment of manipulating activities.

Officials in New Orleans forecast a continued improve
ment in the Zone’s financial position, which will enable it 
to improve facilities and to become self-sustaining. They 
emphasize, however, that a foreign trade zone is only a 
means to an end, not an end in itself. It exists essentially to 
stimulate foreign commerce rather than to make a profit. 
Even if losses are incurred, shippers, freight forwarders, 
importers, transportation and insurance companies, and 
others benefit from business attracted to the Zone.

Probable Expansion o f Bank Financing
Only rarely have foreign traders financed their operations 
at the Zone by direct loans from New Orleans banks. One 
banker stated that total loans by his bank to users of the 
Zone during the past six years have probably not exceeded
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$30,000; at other banks, the volume has been even less. 
Short-term credit has predominated, with such loans run
ning from 60 to 120 days and at current market rates. All 
the loans have been for carrying merchandise in storage 
not subject to alteration.

Foreign exporters, or their agents, utilizing a zone for 
storing merchandise can obtain bank loans in the United 
States on negotiable warehouse receipts. In financing zone 
operations, the zone operator, as a disinterested third party, 
may issue negotiable warehouse receipts which are accept
able to banks. When merchandise is to be released from the 
Zone, the warehouse receipt is surrendered. In the event of 
partial release, the warehouse receipt is endorsed and it then 
continues valid for the balance of merchandise retained. 
When an individual or firm leases space in the Zone for 
storing and processing merchandise, however, the Zone does 
not issue a negotiable warehouse receipt because the goods 
in effect are not under zone custody but are still in the hands 
of the owner. In any case, before removing goods from the 
zone, customs and zone regulations must be cleared.

Bankers are generally optimistic about the possibility of 
growth at the zones. As this occurs, and particularly when 
manufacturing becomes important, they foresee an expan
sion in demand for bank credit.

How Does the Future Look?
Judging from the enthusiasm of foreign trade promoters in 
New Orleans, the future success of the Zone is practically 
assured, assuming, of course, a return to worldwide stabil
ity and a resumption of trade through normal commercial 
channels. Success, they believe, will also depend to a con
siderable degree on the development of industry within the 
Zone. Manipulation and manufacturing are expected to 
become the chief Zone functions. The Boggs Amendment, by 
providing for manufacturing and exhibition, should hasten 
the growth and strengthen zones by attracting additional 
transshipment and consignment trade to American shores. 
As a matter of fact, international traders at home and abroad 
have expressed widespread interest in transacting business 
through the zones, now that manufacturing is permissible.

Despite certain barriers to the development of zones in 
the United States, a number of communities are giving offi
cial attention to the possibility of establishing zones. Among 
these are the ports of Baltimore, Norfolk, and an inland 
community, Dallas, Texas.

The Defense Program, to date, has not had any appreci
able influence on zone activity in the United States. For the 
fiscal year 1952, many strategic materials such as rubber 
and sisal were stockpiled by the Government in the New 
Orleans Zone on a temporary basis. If the Defense Program 
is stepped up, however, activity at certain zones may well 
be taken over, wholly or in part, by the Government, as was 
the case during World War II, when the New York Zone 
was largely in the hands of the Government.

Although it is probably still too soon to say just how 
much Foreign Trade Zones have affected the domestic econ
omy, it is evident that they have encouraged the interna
tional exchange of goods and services. In this respect, they 
have contributed in some degree to a narrowing of the per
sistent dollar gap and to that extent have assisted in raising 
living standards. Basil A. Wapensky
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DEPARTMENT STORE SALES AND STOCKS*
Adjusted**_____ ____ Unadjusted_____

Oct. Sept. Oct. Oct. Sept. Oct.
Place 1952 1952 1951 1952 1952 1951
DISTRICT SALES . . . .  126p 121 112r 132p 126 117r

Atlanta1 ..................129 113 114r 136 129 120r
Baton Rouge.............. 108 lOSr 99 112 119r 102
Birmingham...............119 127 lOSr 118 139 107
Chattanooga............... 137 121 123r 130 133 117
Jackson.................... 117 101 105r 130 121 117
Jacksonville............... 122 110 107 134 108 124
Knoxville..................  122 105 117r 120 110 116
Macon..................... 130 127 126r 137 144 132
Miami..................... 127 131 110 121 108 104
Nashville..................121 118 l l l r  124 123 113
New Orleans...............123 113 llOr 127 117 114
Tampa.....................  118 119 108 124 113 114

DISTRICT STOCKS . . . .  133 130 130r______ 145 135 142r
Jln order to permit publication of figures for this city, a special sample has been con
structed which is not confined exclusively to department stores. Figures for any such 
non-department stores, however, are not used in computing the District Index.

GASOLINE TAX COLLECTIONS
Adjusted** Unadjusted

Oct. Sept. Oct. Oct. Sept. Oct.
Place 1952 1952 1951 1952 1952 1951

147 141 134 144 143 132
Alabama . . . . 147 138 132 145 145 131Florida. . . 144 141 127 131 138 116
Georgia . . . 144 141 129 143 147 128
Louisiana . . . . 132 140 141 136 147 145Mississippi . . 169 144 153 172 148 156
Tennessee . . . .. 151 136 129 150 138 129

COTTON CONSUMPTION* ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION*
Oct. Sept. Oct. Sept. Aug. Sept.

Place 1952 1952 1951 1952 1952 1951
TOTAL**. . . 104 108 107 SIX STATES . 157 158 134
Unadjusted . . 108 110 111 Hydro

Alabama . .. I l l 113 106 generated . 70 77 77
Georgia . . . 106 109 115 Fuel
Mississippi . 125 129 105 generated . 236 233 187
Tennessee . . 102 105 104

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTSMANUFACTURINGEMPLOYMENT
Oct. Sept. Oct.

Sept. Aug. Sept. Place 1952 1952 1951
Place 1952 1952 1951 DISTRICT . . . 155 693r 158
TOTAL**. . . 109 109 106 Residential . . 134 160r 207
Unadjusted . . 110 109 107 Other . . . . 172 l,097r 121

Alabama . . 106 104 104 Alabama . . . . 78 95r 130
Florida. . ,. 113 112 107 Florida . . . . 187 165 188Georgia. . ,. 114 112 112 Georgia . . . . 90 140 154
Louisiana . . 105 104 100 Louisiana . . . 261 109 152
Mississippi . 114 111 109 Mississippi . . . 66 126 74
Tennessee . ,. I l l 110 107 Tennessee . . . 133 2,737 128

CONSUMERS PRICE INDEX*** ANNUAL RATE OF TURNOVER OF
Oct. Sept. Oct. DEMAND DEPOSITS

Item 1952 1952 1951
ALL ITEMS . .. 197 197 196 Oct. Sept. Oct.

Food . . . ., 235 237 233 1952 1952 1951
Clothing . .. 208 208 218 Unadjusted . . 21.9 23.1 23.0Fuel, elec., Adjusted** . . 21.1 22.9 22.1and refrig. 145 144 144 Index** . . . 109.5 118.9 114.7Home fur

nishings , 202 201 203
Misc. . . .. 176 176 173

Purchasing
power of

. .51 .51 .51 CRUDE PETROLEUM PRODUCTION
IN COASTAL LOUISIANA AND

MISSISSIPPI*
*Daily average basis Oct. Sept. Oct.**Adjusted for seasonal variation 1952 1952 1951***1935-39 = 100

p Preliminary Unadjusted . .. . 136 139r 132
r Revised Adjusted**. ., . 137 140r 132
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